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All the intellectual property
in our designs belongs to Fun
Furniture Collection by
The Art of Seeing.
Any copying infringements
of our products will be
pursued vigorously. 



What makes us different from other bed 
manufacturers?

Mark & Llinos from Fun Furniture Collection 
know how important it is that parents are 
happy with their children’s new bespoke play 
house. We are a small family company who 
prides themselves on putting the                  
customer first. Customers are at the heart 
of our business. There are no added hidden 
costs for our furniture, what we quote is 
what you pay. We give you the customer a 
range of options. 
 

Mark, an industrial designer with over 25 years of experience, designs all of our furniture. Each piece of furniture is conceived and crafted from the highest grade birch faced plywood by time served craftsmen. Here at Fun Furniture       Collection we believe quality and care of our products is paramount and we do not sell third party designs.  
 



PAINT ‘N’ PLAY
Construction cabin

Play House

Fun Furniture Collection brings you a Construction 
Cabin which has now been transformed into a 
children’s play house. This cabin will be a fantastic 
feature in any child’s bedroom. The cabin has been 
detailed as a construction site cabin with lots of  
features. Dumper truck, digger, road sign, road cone 
and many more construction site details. All these 
details for you to paint and have fun with your   
children making it look like the real thing. Have fun 
and be creative. All our furniture is handcrafted to 
order in Plywood or MDF. The self assembly        
construction guide for the slot together unit with 
minimal screw fixings is in the form of a step by step 
pictorial construction manual. The unit is also easily 
taken apart by removing a few fixings and unslotting 
the roof and sides. This play house is ideal for    
children and will delight all. Allowing their          
imaginations to take them on many imaginary      
journeys and adventures in play. Playtime will be a 
delight and not a struggle.





PRODUCT
SIZES

All our product sizes are
quoted at their maximums

116cm 132cm

188cm



FREQUENTLY
ASKED QUESTIONS

How hard is it to build?
A comprehensive pictorial 
stage by stage instruction 
manual is e-mailed to you. If 
at any point you have any 
questions, we are at the end 
of a phone to help.



DRIVER

FREQUENTLY
ASKED QUESTIONS

What are the delivery options?
We give you a choice for delivery options for your order. 
A) We can get you a quote from a local trusted courier who 
has proven himself over many years delivering our furniture. 
He is a dedicated courier only carrying your goods. As our 
goods are so valuable we do not send them out via group  
carriers, as they tend not to look after the product, as past       
experience has taught us. 
B) You are also very welcome to use any other delivery   
service.  Please be aware that our furniture comes in multiple 
packages, and varies in weight and size.
C) You can pick your furniture up from the workshop in Stoke 
on Trent. 

 



Fun Furniture Collection is more than happy to answer any other questions
that you may have. Please contact us via our web-site or by phone and we

will be happy to help.

FREQUENTLY
ASKED QUESTIONS

Can you come and install my furniture?
Fun Furniture Collection offers a white 
glove installation service. Please contact us 
to check availability and cost.

 


